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ABSTRACT: 
GSUFC will be a web application to provide online membership to users and to 
enroll in different fitness classes. The application will handle the data with a real 
time database. 
The web application provides different types of memberships  and the user  can 
select a specific membership and get registered for the Fitness Center. The Fitness 
Center offers different classes and the cost of each class for the user depends on the 
membership purchased by user. User can view the classes in different sessions and 
can search for any particular class in a session.  The user can view their registered 
classes and they can also renew his/her membership.  
The administrator for the application provides the information for the user. 
Administrator  has the ability to add or edit existing classes, sessions, memberships 
• The system shall allow the users to view membership types and cost for 
each type of membership. 
• The system shall enroll a new member. 
• The system  shall renew membership . 
• The system shall login the registered user. 
• The system shall display the classes available for the session. 
• The system shall provide the directions on how to register for the 
classes. 
• The system allow the user to register for a class. 
• The system shall allow the user to check whether a class is full or open. 
• The system shall allow the administrator to add/alter/delete information 
for members. 
• The system shall allow the user to search for classes by various criteria. 
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DESCRIPTION OF THE RELATIONAL DATABASE: 



INDEXES: 
TABLE                                      INDEX   REASON 
member_details ID_NUMBER PRIMARY KEY 
  LAST_NAME used frequently in searches 
  FIRST_NAME used frequently in searches 
class_details       CLASS_NO PRIMARY KEY 
membership_details TYPE PRIMARY KEY 
session_details SESSION_TITLE       PRIMARY KEY 
member_membership ID_NUMBER          PRIMARY KEY 
  TYPE FOREIGN KEY   REFERENCE  
membership_details 
member_card_details ID_NUMBER PRIMARY KEY 
  CARD_NO     PRIMARY KEY 
member_class ID_NUMBER PRIMARY KEY 
  CLASS_NO PRIMARY KEY 
  SESSION_TITLE       PRIMARY KEY 
class_session CLASS_NO PRIMARY KEY 
  SESSION_TITLE       PRIMARY KEY 
  INSTRUCTOR    used frequently in searches 
Administrator ADMIN_ID       PRIMARY KEY 
NULL ATTRIBUTES: 
Table                                 Attributes NULL/ NOT NULL  REASON 
member_details ID_NUMBER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY 
  PASSWORD NOT NULL  PRIMARY KEY 
  LAST_NAME NOT NULL Required information from user  
  FIRST_NAME NOT NULL Required information from user 
  STREET NOT NULL Required information from user 
  APT_NUM NOT NULL  Required information from user 
  CITY NOT NULL Required information from user 
  STATE NOT NULL Required information from user 
  ZIP NOT NULL  Required information from user 
  PHONE NOT NULL Required information from user 
  EMAIL NOT NULL Required information from user 
class_details       CLASS_NO NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY 
  CLASS_DESCRIPTION NOT NULL  Required information for class 
  TITLE NOT NULL Required information for class 
  BASIC_COST NOT NULL Required information for class 
membership_details TYPE NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY 
  COST NOT NULL  Required information for membership 
  DESCRIPTION NOT NULL Required information for membership 
  PERCENTAGE NOT NULL Required information for membership 
session_details SESSION_TITLE       NOT NULL  PRIMARY KEY 
  START NOT NULL Required information for session 
  END NOT NULL Required information for session 
member_membership ID_NUMBER          NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY 
  START_DATE NOT NULL  Required information for membership register 
  EXPIRY NOT NULL Required information for membership register 
  TYPE NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY 
  PAYMENT NOT NULL Required information for membership register 
Table                                 Attributes NULL/ NOT 
NULL 
 REASON 
member_card_detai
ls 
ID_NUMBER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY 
  CARD_NO NOT NULL  PRIMARY KEY 
  CARD_TYPE NOT NULL Required information for credit card 
  EXPIRY_MON NOT NULL Required information for credit card 
  EXPIRY_YEAR NOT NULL Required information for credit card 
  CVV NOT NULL Required information for credit card 
member_class ID_NUMBER NOT NULL  PRIMARY KEY 
  CLASS_NO NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY 
  SESSION_TITLE NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY 
  REGISTERED NOT NULL Required information for class register 
  PAYMENT NOT NULL Required information for class register 
class_session SESSION_TITLE NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY 
  CLASS_NO NOT NULL  PRIMARY KEY 
  INSTRUCTOR NOT NULL Required information for class 
  START NOT NULL Required information for class 
  TIME NOT NULL Required information for class 
  CAPACITY NOT NULL Required information for class 
Administrator ADMIN_ID       NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY 
  PASSWORD NOT NULL Required information for administrator  
MAIN HOME PAGE: 
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ADMIN LOGIN PAGE: 
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